Birds Under Human Light: Effects Of Visual Signals And
Conspicuousness For Songbirds Under Anthropogenic Lighting
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Data analysis

Introduction.
Animals under Street lights are increasing their activity under
artificial light at night (ALAN)1. We want to assess if artificial
lighting is affecting color detection for birds.

Spectral composition of daylight and
different light sources around FortCollins.

Reflectance of robin (Turdus migratorius)
feathers, and communication example.

We used PAVO an R-package2 to analyze spectral color
data. With the visual modeling function and its built-in data,
we calculated how different visual systems would perceive
robin feather colors under different street lights. In addition,
we also calculated the Just Noticeable Difference (JND)
between each artificial light type and sunlight3.

Discussion

Results.
Artificial light at night changes the perception of robin
plumage compared to daylight.

Methods.
We measured spectral composition of different types of street
lights in Fort Collins.
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Artificial lighting can change the way different bird
visual systems perceive color. This may have
ecological consequences yet to be investigated.
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Tetrachromatic Color
space model of UV
sensitive birds
displaying the color
difference of street
lights and day light.

Here we presented preliminary data on changes in
color perception under different street lights.
Because of the differences that we found under
different light conditions, it is possible that robins are
perceiving a different colored bird, which could be
detrimental to within species communication.

Conclusion

s

Field Measurements of street lights and
measuring equipment.

Just Noticeable Differences of robin plumage under
different light sources compared to daylight. Robins
would see other robins very differently under HPS, LED,
and MV lighting, whereas a robin under MH lighting is
similar to a robin under daylight.

Tetrachromatic
Color space model
of V sensitive birds
displaying the color
difference of street
lights and day light.
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